CPS lesson
AP first 50 words examples

1.  Double, double, toil and trouble...
		A. iambic
		B. trochaic
		C. dactylic
		D. anapest
2. Mary had a little lamb/whose fleece was white as snow/everywhere that Mary went/the lamb was sure to go.
		A. sestet
		B. sextet
		C. quatrain
		D. blank verse
3. mono, di, tri, hept, pent, hex
All are prefixes for:
		A. meter
		B. foot
		C. scansion
		D. iambs

4. iambic, trochaic, anapestic, dactylic
		A. describe all poetry
		B. all describe meter
		C. all describe feet
		D. describe all literature

5. Shakespeare most often wrote:
		A. blank verse
		B. free verse
		C. visual rhyme
		D. eye rhyme

6. Selection of "beautiful" rather than "pretty" is a decision of:
		A. denotation
		B. connotation
		C. syntax
		D. diction
	7. "Wallowing" is the _______ in the line, "Stop wallowing in your misery."
		A. assonant word
		B. zeugma
		C. inferred word
		D. trope
8. My purse must have walked out the door.Which is MOST specific?
		A. metaphor
		B. personification
		C. analogy
		D. sarcasm

9. "Cry me a river"
		A. colloquialism
		B. hyperbole
		C. dialect
		D. jargon

10. You need a phone coupling, a DVD/RW and a new motherboard before you could call that a computer.
		A. connotation
		B jargon
		C. dialect
		D. colloquialism

11. If you look up in the air when a friend says to you, "That kid is so high!" you understand only the ________ meaning.
		A. colloquial
		B. connotative
		C. denotative
		D. inferred

12. The word "Canada" is an example of a(n) _______ foot.

		A. iambic
		B. trochaic
		C. dactylic
		D. anapestic
13. "Get er done" is an example of a(n) _________ foot.

		A. iambic
		B. dactylic
		C. anapestic
		D. trochaic

14. Pentameter has ___ feet?
		A. 4
		B. 5
		C. 6
		D. 7

15. Heptameter has ______ feet?
		A. 5
		B. 6
		C. 7
		D. 8

16. Tetrameter has _____ feet?
		A. 4
		B. 5
		C. 6
		D. 7

17. When you know that their is a murderer behind the corner, but the actor approaching the corner doesn't know..
		A. dramatic irony
		B. hamartia
		C. suspense
		D. denotation

18. clickety clackety clickety clack
Be as specific as possible.
		A. alliteration
		B. consonance
		C. assonance
		D. rhyme

	19. Her head hurts.
		A. alliteration
		B. assonance
		C. consonance
		D. spondee

20. blah blah blah (dactyl) high school (______) blah blah blah (dactyl)

		A. iamb
		B. spondee
		C. dactyl
		D. trochee

21. While watching a commercial, you realize the commercial is not targeting you. This is called:

		A. hyperbolic advertising
		B. academic reasoning
		C. literary analysis
		D. rhetorical analysis

22. The portion of a line of poetry that is smaller than a foot but larger than a letter is called:
		A. a syllable
		B. a phrase
		C. a clause
		D. meter

23. Metrical feet are made up of ______ syllable patterns.
		A. alternating
		B. repeating
		C. varied
		D. random

24. If a poem is discussing one thing throughout the poem via a metaphorical discussion of another object, the poem is a(n) _____.

		A. lyric
		B. conceit
		C. extended metaphor
		D. anaphora


	25. We real cool. We/Left school. We/Lurk late. We/strike straight. We/sing sin. We/Thin gin. We/Jazz June. We/Die soon.

		A. Anaphora/caesura
		B. anaphora/caricature
		C. archetype/irony
		D. archetype/conceit

26. "Nice rig." Not a truck.
		A. denotation
		B. dialect
		C. jargon
		D. colloquialism

27. Many ____ make ______.

	A. analogies/parables
	B. denotations/connotations
	C. dictions/syntaxes
	D. colloquialisms/dialect

28. I love ski in the winter; to squint against the glare; to breathe the cold air until it hurts.

	A. caricature
B. hyperbole
		C. zeugma
		D. free verse

29. The Prodigal Son
		A. parable
		B. conceit
		C. allegory
		D. rhetoric

30. Boris Badinoff/Russian bad guy with mustache and bad accent.

		A. archetype
		B. depth of character
		C. protagonist
		D. Dark Character

31. Two men are watching a bulldozer dig the new pool. One says to the other, "If you build it, they will come."     (This is a line from another movie.) The other guy laughs.
		A. connotation
		B. inference
		C. allusion
		D. allegory


32. Your grandma turns 80. You write a poem.

		A. sonnet
		B. lyric
		C. occasional
		D. quatrain


33. A poem written in the 1800s about sheep in pasture and the beauty of nature.
		A. realistic
		B. pastoral
		C. rationalistic
		D. romance


34. A Shakespearean play was recently performed on Broadway, and the actors rode mopeds instead of horses.

		A. irony
		B. modernization
		C. hyperbole
		D. anachronism


35. We real cool. We/Left school. We/Lurk late. We/strike straight. We/sing sin. We/Thin gin. We/Jazz June. We/Die soon.

		A. enjambment
		B. syntax
		C. free verse
		d. blank verse

